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Farley, Martin B. See also contribution under Ross, Thomas E.


----- Governmental Accounting and Auditing Update. Lubbock, TX: Texas Tech University, 2005.
Gao, Longge. See contribution under Crandall, William “Rick.”


Johnson, George. See contribution under Knick, Stanley.


Lightfoot, Tulla. See Spirit of America.


Parnell, John A. See also a contribution under Carraher, Shawn M.


Ross, Thomas E. and Martin B. Farley. “Soils, Topography and Surface Drainage.” *One Land,


Saylor, Cynthia E. See contribution under Gushrowski, Barbara A.


Shoulders, Craig D. See also contributions under Freeman, Robert J.


Spivey, Michael. See contribution under Maximiano, Cesar Campiani.

Stephens, Frederick H. See contribution under Marson, S.M.


Whitt, Susan F. See contribution under Gushrowski, Barbara A.